1. pete W. Moore, "QIZs, FTAs, USAID and the MEFTA: A political Economy of Acronyms," Middle East Report, No. 234 (2005) .
2. I define the welfare system as the institutions and policies that provide protection for the lower classes against the fall into poverty, and insurance, social security, and pensions mainly for the middle classes. These institutions can extend into public services such as health care, worker protection, and wage determinations.
substantive participation as an alternative foundation for the regime. 3 The removal of social policies was not merely a matter of unemployment and decreased buying power, but threatened the very nature of Jordan's regime itself. prior to its economic reforms in 1989, a social contract in Jordan, similar to most in the Middle East, provided economic goods in return for political quiescence. The state's abrogation in economic reform would logically generate increased political voice, as the populace would no longer support the regime due to economic benefits received. Instead, economic liberalization in Jordan led not to increased political space but to the radical change in the regime's base of support, marginalizing the previous regime backers -the East Bank 4 population -and replacing them with a strengthened military. The pro-American regime has remained a mystery made more puzzling given the reality of poor economic performance and a lack of democracy. The regime's reliance upon military welfare, strengthening the numbers and economic power of the military, aids in explaining the persistence of this semi-authoritarian regime.
Hard times can solidify new institutional patterns that either reverse or reinforce old arrangements. 5 When resources for living decline, critical realignments among domestic actors can institutionalize a new coalition for governing which remains in place long after the crisis is over. The harsh economic conditions of the 1990s, depicted here, effectively raised the role of the military by serving as employment and welfare. The narrow group of the military substituted for previous welfare provided to a broad segment of the population. In the atmosphere of general economic crisis, welfare to one section of the population was welcomed. While new economic policies themselves generated substantial protest, the increasing numbers and economic benefits of the military proceeded without objection. The result contributed to the demise of political liberalization. A larger and stronger security apparatus, now providing important welfare benefits not available elsewhere, compromised the ability of the populace to organize against the government.
6 The 1990s began with economic reform accompanied by 3. On Jordan's lack of democracy, see for example Jillian Schwedler, "Don't Blink: Jordan's Democratic Opening and Closing," Middle East Report Online, www.merip.org/mero/mero070302. html.
4. The distinction is one of national origin or lineage, not current citizenship. Jordanian, East Banker, and Transjordanian are all terms for a person who traces his/her origin to the area now known as Jordan. palestinians trace their ancestry to the West Bank, the gaza Strip, or what is now inside the boundaries of Israel. precise demographics of East Bankers versus palestinians are unavailable; the government regards all population counts by national origin as national security issues. As such, it will not release any information it may have on these demographics. As anthropological studies have shown, distinctions between Jordanian and palestinian are not hard and fast, and senses of identity have proven to be flexible. palestinians allied to the monarchy, having arrived prior to 1948 (some after), are often seen as Jordanian. The Majali family, although originally from Hebron in the West Bank, is considered Jordanian, viewing its interests in line with those from its home in Karak (southern Jordan). Layne calls these "practical purposes" Jordanians; they are Jordanian in all the ways that count. Others continue to be viewed as palestinian. Linda Layne, Home and Homeland: The Dialogics of Tribal and National Identities in Jordan (princeton: princeton University press, 1994), p. 18. Intermarriage complicates the situation, as does the current reorganization of kinship that can cross national origin lines. The economic distress of the 1990s was somewhat alleviated by the Iraq War in 2003, which catapulted US aid to Jordan to new heights and revived the transport and tourism sectors. Jordan served as a key stop for contact with Iraq. Other economic sectors suffered as the domestic competition for goods and jobs increased with the arrival of, by some estimates, some 700,000 Iraqi refugees. The Iraqi refugees infused money into Jordanian banks but increased prices through general inflation. While the economic situation somewhat shifted, the basic profile of the domestic economy remained. Even more important, the military's central role supporting popular welfare and the regime continued to develop along the institutional lines set in the 1990s.
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In this article I delineate the Jordanian regime's changing social base through a focus on the political economy of state provisioning and the effects of economic liberalization. I begin by setting the social scene, placing the Jordanians and palestinians in their regional location and labor market concentration. I then present the country's production profile prior to structural adjustment and its attending labor market characteristics. Next, I focus on the welfare policies enacted by the state, tightly linked to the economic regime. Specific elements of state social provisioning created incentives for kinship organizing with welfare's decline. I then discuss structural adjustment, which marks the shift in the country's welfare regime. I examine the altered labor market and new welfare provisions under economic liberalization, and demonstrate the growing privileges and institutional economic power of the military in economic liberalization.
An analytical focus on state social provisioning demonstrates the changing social base of the Jordanian regime and the groups effectively disenfranchised by the new arrangements. Examining welfare policies concentrates analysis on the causes and consequences of the quintessential political question: who gets what. Welfare is both a dependent and independent variable. It is intimately related to the country's economic development trajectory and the political battles over redistribution.
8 Social provisioning in turn influences the production profile, particularly by sending signals to the labor market.
9 Thus, delineating the prior welfare regime is central to forecasting economic 280 M MIDDLE EAST JOURNAL outcomes and collective organizing potential once social provisioning is withdrawn. Social provisioning mechanisms in the developing world differ sharply from those of the developed countries, with the result that they are often not identified as forms of welfare. But the existence of a social contract trading political rights for economic security is well acknowledged. 10 Comparison with social welfare in southern Europe and Latin America identifies the nature of diverse Middle Eastern policies as buffering the direct experience of the market for the middle and lower classes and providing a measure of social insurance. Welfare in all these regions is partial and geared toward those in formal employment and crucial social groups in state formation. In the northern Mediterranean, social security and pensions form the bulk of welfare expenditures, on top of salaries to state employees. 11 In Latin America, public employment and pensions are supplemented by health care and price controls, measures more familiar in the Middle East. 12 The prevalence of clientelism does not void the existence of a welfare regime, but is a method of accessing state insurance. In all these regions votes are exchanged for welfare services, and personal connections used to negotiate the bureaucracy for the same. Within the national systems, large territorial differences are present, creating what has been called a dual system of welfare provision: A minority of workers benefits well from social policies, while the majority has minimal or no coverage. 13 Further, the private realm is kept distinct from the formal labor market, but relied upon for social services. Women's social rights are derived relationally, from their connection to a male relative, and no public services aid in the entrance of women to work outside the home. private religious and local charities are explicitly called upon to fill in for the state. 14 Jordan's welfare regime was split between those covered and those left out of the system entirely. For the East Bank population, welfare meant public sector employment with attendant benefits for the entire family. Along with a steady income, these jobs provided access to health care and cheap consumer goods. Benefits last into retirement for these employees. In the 1970s, with increasing inflation and rising incomes among palestinians working in the gulf, the state took several additional measures to aid the poor and the state-employed Jordanian population. Blanket subsidies on basic goods were implemented, and specialized institutions created to funnel low-cost goods to employees of the state and the military. palestinians largely left out of state employment collectively organized in the private sector along profession and kinship lines to obtain social insurance, a system fed by handsome remittances from work in the gulf states. The dual income structure of the country, based on aid and remittances, encouraged division along national origin lines, laying the foundation for future sub-divisions in the same basic vein. Differing sources of financing exacerbated separations between the groups, allowing each to live detached from the other and adding an economic dimension to identity.
While supporting the regime's allies, the welfare system contributed to labor market configurations that in economic liberalization bode poorly for the very constituency previously privileged. The labor market onto which East Bankers were thrown had been altered in the intervening decades, and their domestic rural economy left underdeveloped. With the impending end of generous public employment, these workers face scarce employment opportunities, mainly low-wage supplementary jobs in the new free trade zones (generally staffed by women). What was initially a reward is fast becoming a curse under the new economic arrangements.
For the regime, the downside, apparent in economic liberalization, was the lack of a Jordanian private sector with which to ally. Because the private sector was, and remains, predominantly palestinian, a significant Jordanian or East Bank bourgeoisie did not exist. The class was simply not large enough. Nor was there a substantial Jordanian middle class separate from state employ. Brief speculation arose that the regime would move toward palestinians for its new base of support. 15 For a multitude of reasons, such a regime coalition would entail the daunting task of redefining the country's national identity. 16 When structural adjustment was initially imposed, demands for a return to prior policies were voiced. Contrary to fears, it was not the Jordanians of palestinian descent who rose against the regime. Instead, it was the East Bankers, staunch regime supporters, who took to the streets and made clear demands on the government for change. Having relied upon the tribes and East Bank Jordanians as a whole, big businessmen, and the army, the Jordanians have now been dropped by the state. The army has been strengthened and largely restricted to East Bankers, while responsibility for private social insurance is now in the hands of rearranged kinship groups and local leaders. The policy of using the military for social provisioning corresponded with the regime's own desire for self-preservation amidst pressures for political liberalization, and was approved by the United States. Economic reforms made welfare to the general population off limits as a method to secure popular legitimacy and support. Yet in regimes friendly to the United States, the US ignored and encouraged public sector investment in the military. The military became the one area on which the state could spend generously to generate political backing. The military was preferred for domestic reasons also. The Jordanian monarchy's use of the military as a support base has long domestic roots and strong implications for the endurance of the regime. In the past, a strong military supported the monarchy against popular social movements and coup attempts alike.
SOCIAL GROuPS AND GEOGRAPHICAL REGIONS
Jordan's welfare regime centered on the Jordanian population, also called East Bankers or Transjordanians, who form the state's main support, in contrast to the population of palestinian origin. 18 These national origin categories overlap with demographic and labor market divisions. In fact, a near dichotomy of employment opportunities characterize the rural and urban regions of the country. Jordanians inhabit the rural northern and southern regions, working primarily in the army and state employment; palestinians live in the central, urbanized area of the country, where the bulk of private employment and industry have been concentrated. This central region contains the majority of the population, a mix of palestinians and Jordanians, and is home to the capital, 'Amman. It is by far the most densely populated area in the country. 19 The southern and northern regions, rural and Jordanian, have a low proportion of the population. The southern region contained 10% of the total population, and the north around 27% in the late 1990s. 20 The south is also sparsely populated, compared to the central and parts of the northern regions. population density varies between three and 59 people per square kilometer there.
21
As refugees, the palestinians settled in the urban areas of Jordan, where most refugee camps, administered by the United Nation Relief and Works Agency for palestine Refugees in the Near East (UNRWA), 22 came to be located. 23 In addition to living in the 18. Small minority groups are present, such as the Circassians, Chechens, and some Armenians. In labor market and welfare analyses, the Circassians can be subsumed within the Jordanian population. Likewise, the Jordanian Christians have consistently allied with the regime and were incorporated into public employ, albeit with less carte blanche than the Jordanian Muslims.
19. camps themselves, later waves of refugees settled nearby in order to receive services provided by the United Nations' organization. UNRWA recognizes ten palestinian refugee camps as official, and three more are unofficial. The main camps are in East 'Amman, Balqa, and areas nearby to 'Amman, in Madaba and Zarqa'. 24 Around 72,000 registered refugees live in the most prominent camp, Wihdat, located in the eastern part of the capital. Balqa, a rural area, is the largest camp, containing 79,000 registered displaced people. 25 Although they were intended to be temporary, housing facilities in the camps have become permanent. The camps and surrounding low-income areas, all overwhelmingly palestinian, are overcrowded and underserved in terms of electricity and running water. 26 An estimated 13% of all refugees, or around 275,000 persons, live in the camps. 27 About 10% of the Jordanian population lives in one of the low income areas, which include the 13 refugee camps and 14 squatter settlements. 28 palestinians and Jordanians occupied different labor markets -private sector for the former and public for the latter 29 -due to historical processes of national inclusion and employment. 30 Displaced palestinian farmers, now in the city, found informal, irregular, service sector work, particularly in construction, health care, and retail. 31 In refugee areas, only one-quarter of workers in 1985 were in any salaried employment, with most of the remainder casual wage laborers and petty traders. 32 Their income was supplemented by relatives working abroad, who sent money through kin networks. Rural Jordanians had access mainly to agriculture as an alternative to state employment. Urban Jordanians, living in the central region, faced the widest employment potential. Not only did they receive preference in public employment, but they also could take advantage of private sector opportunities available in the central region.
THE PRODuCTION REGIME AND THE LABOR MARKET
Jordan is labor-rich and capital poor, with a large proportion of highly educated labor. prior to structural adjustment, Jordan's economy was an ostensibly free market one, heavily reliant upon the service sector. Significant state investment was channeled to private businesses and the government was responsible for the largest portion of the gDp, yet ownership was not direct as in socialist Syria to the north. Substantive economic planning measures were absent. In fact, it could be said that Jordan lacked any defined economic development philosophy at all, taking its cues instead from international development organizations such as the World Bank.
33
By virtue of its reliance upon external income sources, foreign aid to the state and worker remittances to much of the local population, Jordan often has been analyzed as a non-oil rentier economy. 34 The government's income came primarily through customs duties and foreign aid. Little domestic direct taxation, apart from some fees, was present. Foreign sources of income constituted over 54% of the budget in 1980 and thereabouts for most of the 1970s, declining to about one-third in 1988. 35 Most aid was for general budget support. Revenue from domestic income tax, on the other hand, was generally about 11 or 12%. 36 Customs duties constituted one-third to one-half of total government tax revenue. Tariffs on goods varied widely, averaging 40%. 37 A strong currency supported these policies, aggravating manufacturing's troubles.
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The country's other main income was worker remittances, feeding customs duties, and private consumption. In the early 1980s, 40% of the labor force worked outside the country, and remittances formed the largest component of the national income.
38
Reported remittances at their highest during this period equaled 124% of Jordan's trade exports. The government captured this income through open financial markets, high customs duties, and exit and other fees. Remittances provided around one-third of the gNp (gross national product), at times outpacing foreign aid, and funding a negative balance of trade. The investment profile of the migrant leans heavily toward consumption, not investment, spent on land and housing construction for example. 39 Income from expatriate workers, sent to immediate family members, was used to purchase household necessities and consumer goods, and fund education.
Domestically, the lion's share of jobs was in the civil service and army, accounting for around 47% of employment. 40 Eleven percent of jobs were in industry in 1986, mainly in phosphate and other raw material extraction. 41 The state invested heavily in these private sector companies, often constituting majority ownership, effectively blurring the public-private distinction. 42 While a large portion, estimated at three-fourths of East Bankers nationwide, worked for the government in some capacity, 43 in the regions outside the capital this proportion reached staggering heights. The public sector was virtually the only employment in these regions. At the advent of structural adjustment, 92% of the domestic labor force in Karak worked in the public sector; 99.5% in Tafileh; 90% in Ma'an -all in the southern region. By contrast, the central areas of palestinian concentration, 'Amman, Zarqa', and Balqa, had 58%, 56%, and 58% public employment respectively. Dependence upon foreign income sources had direct effects on Jordan's production profile. Economically, it skewed labor market incentives toward either state employment or work in the gulf. Agriculture declined, as is often witnessed in rentier or aid-dependent states, and the service sector increased without accompanying industrial development. Remittance income furthered this tendency toward consumption and service sector activities. The laissez-faire economic approach meant indirect signals to private business through state investment, not management. The near-complete absence of rural industry was one consequence of this development structure.
The state's economic development trajectory translated into neglect and continued underdevelopment for the rural, Jordanian regions. The service-oriented economy provided neither steady employment nor opportunities there. The main private employment remained agriculture, which declined in the oil boom. Higher salaries were available with the government during the oil decade, pushing farming out of the realm of viable employment. From one-third of all employment in the 1960s, 45 agriculture sank to less than 10% of domestic labor in the 1980s. 46 The field was surrendered to foreign workers or became part-time, seasonal work for Jordanian women, children, and the elderly. The agricultural products from these farms were primarily used in home consumption, supplementing the main income from government jobs.
47 Domestic unemployment dropped to almost nil during the boom of the 1970s, and Jordan began importing workers. Not strictly replacement labor, these migrants filled positions unwanted by the domestic population at poverty wages. 48. Mauro Van Aken, "Development as a gift: patterns of assistance and refugees' strategies in the Jordan Valley," paper presented at the palestinian Refugees and UNRWA in Jordan, the West Bank and gaza, 1949-1999 Conference, Dead Sea, Jordan, September 1, 1999. Farming began to be considered a spare-time activity to be done by women, old men, children, and those who have no better options, in addition to Egyptians. Foreign workers, mainly Egyptians, are currently estimated at 90% of guest workers. About one-third of the registered 150,000 guest workers are employed in agriculture, and one-quarter in construction and sanitation. However, estimates are that only one-fifth of foreign workers are registered. Other estimates put the number of Egyptians alone at 300,000. They are believed to depress wages by working for less than Jordanians. Some recent moves to increase licensing fees for workers in agriculture and nursing are intended to open space for Jordanian workers. "Jordan, Egypt seek ways to control influx of Egyptian labour to Kingdom 
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WELFARE INSTITuTIONS AND THE SOCIAL BASE OF THE STATE
government-allocated welfare was provided first through public employment, primarily for Jordanians, and later through subsidies on basic goods which benefited the general population. 49 The Jordanians long received welfare through state employment, dating from the mandate era and initial state formation, when loyalty was purchased through carrot and stick policies. Anti-government tribes were settled and made economically dependent upon the new government. 50 John Bagot glubb, the British officer charged with subduing the bedouin, recruited the desert tribes into the Arab Legion, offering benefits unavailable elsewhere. 51 Famines were created and then alleviated by the ruling British.
52 Tax revolts were forcibly put down by the army, the institution which integrated and employed the local population. 53 Initially somewhat mercenary in origin, with some hailing from outside Jordan, military personnel became regime supporters.
So integral was the army to state-building that one scholar contends it effectively created the Jordanian state. 54 Already in the 1950s, the military was the largest employer, after agriculture, of village workers. Just shy of 30% of village men were employed in the military in 1960, a calculation which excludes those in the government bureaucracy.
55 Employment in public works projects was another means to incorporate the tribes. government investment and planning was predominantly directed at the East Bank, neglecting the palestinian West Bank during Jordan's period of administrative rule there. 56 The state not only provided employment and food for the general population, but special benefits were also granted to tribal leaders. Continuing the British colonial 49 . Jordan spends 35% of its budget on social services. Along with Tunisia it is among the states with the highest proportion of social expenditures in the region, including gulf oil states. Syria, avowedly socialist, spends only 14% of its budget on social services. Muhammad Q. Developments in the 1970s exacerbated these trends. The massive increase in aid to the state permitted an expansion in state employment for Jordanians. Through the bureaucracy, monies were distributed to loyal sectors of the populace, securing allegiance and dependence. The privileged importance of East Bankers to the government is apparent in the state budgets of this time, since a disproportionate amount (over onethird) went to the least populated East Bank regions in the south of the country (10% of the population). 61 In addition to direct employment in state institutions, military construction and works projects filtered government funding to these rural areas.
The military increased three-fold from 1961 to 1975. In 1975, one-fourth of the domestic labor force was in the security services.
62 Such guaranteed employment and preferential treatment did not make the rural Jordanian population economically better off, but provided them with a guaranteed, steady income. 63 Social security, adequate health care, and access to emergency loans were perks of public employment. State employees also could take advances on earnings, which constituted the main form of loans. Military service provided extra social benefits. In addition to health care, employees of the military and their families were eligible for state-subsidized (essentially free) higher education, whose seats were reserved for them through quotas. ment-subsidized housing also accompanied military employ. 65 The military itself was seldom a life-long career. Upon retirement around age 30, former army personnel were free to seek other employment while continuing to receive a pension. Health and social security benefits covered the entire family of the employee, if male. 66 The state's health and education spending, amounting to $163 per person in 1983, was significantly higher than in other developing countries.
67 Social security, established by law in 1978 to begin functioning in 1980, covered much of the domestically employed population.
68
A new bureaucracy charged with allocation and not taxation often operates by non-economic criteria, 69 and this was certainly the case for Jordan. Jobs were won on the basis of connections or wasta, not qualifications, operating through tribal leaders or compatriots in the state administration. 70 After the "Black September" 1970-1 clashes between the pLO and the Jordanian army, the regime began removing palestinians from sensitive positions in the administration and military. This "Jordanization" of the state benefited East Bank Jordanians, whose origin was considered ample qualification for jobs. 71 In fact, state employment was analyzed by some to be the defining characteristic of East Banker identity.
72 By 1985, the number of employees in the civil 
73
Jordanization proceeded unhindered as palestinians left the country for work abroad during the oil boom, vacating the public sector of competition. Whole classes can be remade without a whisper of protest during economic booms. 74 In effect, Jordan "solved" its domestic integration problems through the export of primarily palestinian labor. The Jordanian state began an explicit policy of prioritizing East Bankers in government positions, simultaneously minimizing the palestinian presence in public administration and the military. given the possibility of larger financial gains through work abroad, palestinians acquiesced to this new situation without objection. 75 Officially reported remittances averaged a yearly $220 per East Bank resident in 1976 (discounting the West Bank territories administered at the time by Jordan). 76 In palestinian squatter settlements, the majority of families had one or more members employed in the gulf. 77 Almost all of returning expatriate workers from the gulf War had supported relatives during their stay abroad, and over half aided four or more family members.
78
These informal methods were supplemented by professional associations, mainly benefiting palestinians.
79 professionals in the private sector obtained welfare through the union or association, not their job or employer. private pension plans through professional associations began in 1971. 80 The doctors' association, for example, provided 79. According to Longuenesse, welfare from professional associations substituted for the lack of state-level social guarantees. In addition, they acted as a redistribution measure among members and provided increased status and differentiation of the professional from the working class. In line with the trend toward private welfare, an increase in social provision in the 1990s has been apparent in these unions, in addition to credit for purchasing consumer goods. Elisabeth Longuenesse, "professional Syndicates in Jordan," Talk given to CERMOC, 'Amman, 1998. 80. The idea for pension and health insurance funds in these associations was brought up in 1965 but was rejected on the basis that doctors were not in financial need of such provisions. Longue-
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pension, insurance, and loans to member doctors and their families. The oil boom spurred another of the state's welfare mechanisms, subsidizing and regulating consumer prices. The flood of currency from abroad, through expatriate salaries sent home to relatives, and financial aid to the state, had increased domestic inflation. State salaries could not keep pace. 81 In the decade following 1972, the cost of living increased by 300%. 82 After troubles in the army over this, the Ministry of Supply was set up in 1974 to administer subsidies on goods considered basic, or politically "sensitive."
83 Maximum retail prices were set. goods were imported by the state, then provided below cost through civil and military cooperatives to which public sector employees had access. 84 This had the additional effect of depressing market prices. Regulations first covered wheat, sugar, and petroleum. Fixed prices subsequently extended to a host of items, including powdered milk, bread, poultry, meat, cheeses, soda, rice, pasta, coffee, and tea. Non-food items covered included soap, cigarettes, spare car parts, and school notebooks. Electricity and water services were charged progressively, and luxury goods were subject to high customs duties. 85 The population as a whole benefited from these subsidies, although only state employees could purchase from the cooperatives. Both palestinians and Jordanians used household and informal reciprocal mechanisms on top of these measures, adding to and feeding off of state welfare.
86
These grassroots networks were not structured along the lines of the traditional extended family, but generally consisted of neighbors, close friends, and immediate family.
ECONOMIC LIBERALIZATION'S SOCIAL IMPACT
In line with the fate of its neighbors, the prosperous, state-led period of the 1970s succumbed to the regional recession of the mid-1980s. As the oil boom turned bust, some countries hobbled along via loans for a few years. In Jordan, the regional oil price decline translated into a radical drop in foreign aid money and labor remittances. Foreign debt increased as the country borrowed to continue spending. On top of the large and growing accumulated debt, the administrative detachment from the West Bank in 86. The benefits of state employment were accessed by a wider network than simply those employed and their immediate families. Friends and distant family often could obtain these services -identity and health cards were swapped, for example.
July 1988 87 contributed to the currency's devaluation. 88 The dinar decreased by over a third by 1989, subsequently declining further. In February 1989, the government shut down the money-changing establishments it viewed as responsible in an attempt to halt the dinar's downward spiral.
89
With no foreseeable end to the crisis, Jordan turned to the International Monetary Fund, which policy-makers considered the only source of relief. 90 Negotiations yielded a structural adjustment plan which included the removal of subsidies, privatization of public sector investments, cuts in state employment, and gradual elimination of customs duties. Begun in 1989, at first little of the state's moves were in overt privatization, i.e. the selling of state assets. 91 The regime sheltered its supporters as long as possible, while simultaneously moving toward the creation of a new social base. privatization stepped up late in the 1990s, beginning with telecommunications, water, electricity, and Royal Jordanian, the national airline. The Ministry of Supply, which had overseen subsidies and price supports, was dismantled and transferred to the Ministry of Industry and Trade in 1998. 92 Increases in fuel prices, a main ingredient of the package, sparked immediate riots in the regime-supporting southern town of Ma'an in 1989. 93 Ma'an, a transportation center, made its living trucking goods between Iraq and the port of 'Aqaba. Residents not working in transport were employed either in the state, the army, or agriculture. government jobs provided small, borderline poverty incomes, unable to keep pace with inflation that was rising 30% and 50%. price increases reached 50% on fuel, cigarettes, phone bills, and residential water, compounding the effect of the dinar's depreciation. 94 Irrigated water and fertilizer price increases affected farmers, 95 and the removal of subsidies on meat was planned for the following year. 96 The 1990-1 gulf War aggravated the economic predicament. The removal of a major trading partner, Iraq, affected private income, business, and the state budget. Iraq had been an important provider of aid and fuel to Jordan. The transport sector, linked to Iraq, declined substantially in the 1990s. Remittances from workers in the gulf had been low and continued their fall, bottoming out in 1991. 97 The war increased the domestic labor force, as expatriate workers were expelled from Kuwait upon its recapture from the Iraqis. Overnight, 300,000 workers carrying Jordanian passports, mostly palestinians, "returned" to a country many had never inhabited but only visited on holiday. While unemployment and inflation certainly increased as a result, economic benefits also accompanied their return. The former gulf workers brought large amounts of capital, worth about one billion USD, 98 much of which was used to establish small-scale and retail businesses. 99 Bank deposits doubled during the return period. 100 Whole commercial sectors of the capital were created anew by these returnees.
In 1996, riots in Jordanian areas again followed the removal of subsidies. Three days after ending wheat subsidies, effectively tripling the price of bread, riots began in Karak, a key area for regime support. Karak's labor force was almost wholly dependent upon state and military employ. 101 Banks and government buildings were attacked, among them the Ministry of Education that had just raised school fees. police in riot gear suppressed the crowds and peaceful marchers. 102 While the King blamed foreigners and the Ba'th political party, 103 observers commented that the populace rioted out of fears of hunger. 104 Bread is the staple of the lower classes, and the price rise occurred on top of declining opportunities for state jobs, alongside the whittling away of other subsidies. price increases affected all food items using wheat as an input, i.e. dairy, poultry, and meat. 105 Suffering from reduced state employment and declining possibilities abroad, much of the professional class was unemployed. 106 The proportion of professional labor is extremely high in Jordan, more than in most advanced industrial countries, since the country served as a source of educated labor for the oil states. Forty percent of agricultural engineers were unemployed, and the rest had an average salary of only 120 Jordanian Dinars (JD)/month, less than $170, a borderline poverty salary. 107 Thirteen percent of dentists were unemployed.
108 Work in the gulf was no longer the manna it once was. Opportunities declined as nationals replaced expatriates.
109 Aggregate numbers of Jordanian expatriates, after declining sharply, rebounded to the 1989 level, but the percentage of the Jordanian labor force employed abroad declined, and the value of the remittance receipts eroded. 110 Yet the urban classes, palestinians included, had more resources to cope with austerity. Remittances were still flowing, albeit at a lower proportional rate, and the option of migrating for work, much diminished, remained. One-third of camp residents received remittances from abroad in the 1990s. 111 More importantly, the bulk of private business and industry was located in the center. previously less dependent on the state, urban groups developed extensive networks of reciprocity and distribution. By contrast, the rural, mainly Transjordanian areas, dependent upon state employment were particularly vulnerable as structural adjustment proceeded.
112 Low-paid agricultural work was no lon-highest proportion of income on food and drink, over 55%. 140 Families in 'Amman, of all income groups, spent the least on these necessities nationwide.
Newspapers commented on the lack of effective demand in the marketplace, the sudden appearance and flourishing of "everything for a dinar" stores, and the new common sight of beggars on the streets of the capital. 141 Household debt to friends, family, and the local grocer increased.
142 poorer households delayed paying water and electricity bills, and moved out of titled property and into squatter settlements to save on expenses. 143 Not only did much of the lower classes stop eating meat but they now ate chicken only rarely. 144 
THE STATE'S RESPONSE
In an attempt to protect the vulnerable population from the effects of structural adjustment, specialized welfare programs were created to target the poor. The Family Income Supplement program provided cash supplements to qualified families, replacing the former system of food coupons that started in 1990. 145 Around one and a quarter JD was allocated to the household head in families earning less than 500 JD per month. The money was automatically added to state employees' paychecks; others picked it up at banks. 146 The National Aid Fund provided monthly cash payments to qualified families, generally the unemployable poor. In 1998, 50,000 families benefited. Families received about 25 JD per month, rising to a maximum of 50 JD for extra family members. 147 The Zakat Fund, run by the government but financed privately, provided regular, small amounts of aid to 3,000 households, an average of eight JD each.
148
Around 300,000 people received help from one of these government programs or from private, NgO charities at the end of the 1990s. 149 These programs have been viewed per month. 158 The zones were effectively exempt from labor laws and social insurance payments. 159 Even so, the number of jobs created in these zones were not high, and as many as two-thirds of the employees were foreign. 160 The Jordanians employed were largely women, bused in from the countryside. 161 The country's basic industrial profile remained. Services still made up approximately 65% of gDp, providing low wages and unstable work. 162 Two-thirds of all industry was located in 'Amman, mainly in its Industrial Estate. The southern areas had a miniscule proportion of industry, less than one percent of the domestic total. Industry in these regions consisted mainly of raw material mining. 163 The little manufacturing that existed prior to economic reforms, pharmaceuticals for instance, was hurt by economic reforms. 164 The few mixed-sector industries, phosphate, and potash around Tafileh for example, were not successful. As raw material industries in a privatizing economy, they were increasingly subject to international price fluctuations and could not survive.
To make up for lost customs duties, Jordan implemented a sales tax and numerous fees. 165 The sales tax was popularly believed to be less regressive than a proposed income tax, which would have affected public sector and formal employees more than informal and private sectors, which are able to avoid such taxes. For the regime's support base -public employees -a sales tax was preferable. The consumer tax, begun in 1989, first turned into a sales tax of 10%, then increased to 13%, became a value added tax, 166 then a general sales tax. In April 2004 it became 16%. The sales tax appears to consumers as a price increase, since it is placed on the goods at the wholesale stage and thus is hidden to the public. Much of the educated public had no idea of the true percent of the tax. Multiple new fees also accompanied the government's search for additional revenue, 167 including an annual tax on public transportation vehicles. 168 The war in Iraq generated a partial recovery for the Jordanian economy, through US aid money, financial support for the military, and travel through Jordan. The effects of income polarization was abated by a major influx of US aid, an economic reprieve that permited a further bolstering of the military component of the regime's base. Aid to Jordan increased significantly in the 1990s, and jumped more from 2003 and the war in Iraq. While for the 30 years prior to 2001, the US provided a total of $4.5 billion, since 2003 the average has been over $750 million per year. In 2003, to prevent negative effects on Jordan from the war in Iraq, the US gave Jordan over $1.5 billion. From 2004 on, Jordan received half a billion dollars. 169 About half of all these funds were earmarked for military expenditures, which include training, equipment, policing, counter-terrorism, counter-narcotics, and border control. This makes Jordan one of the five largest USAID recipients worldwide.
WELFARE THROuGH MILITARY EMPLOYMENT
The military and security services were the only sector growing in structural adjustment. Instead of subsidizing Jordanians or East Bankers in general, the state began to target its social largesse to a sub-group of East Bankers -the military. Not coincidentally, military conscription was eliminated in 1992, shortly after economic reforms began, allowing for the possibility of East Banker or Jordanian domination of the army once again. growing subsidies, pensions, and employment in the military were targeted to East Bankers. In 1997, military employment reached ten percent of the labor force.
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In rural, mainly East Banker areas, 20% worked in the army. 171 Alongside decreasing social welfare allocations in general, the military's budgets increased and the military diversified into sub-contracting and new economic enterprises. The military's reported budget for 1998, almost $700 million, equaled onequarter of the total government budget. 172 That year, the government gave an additional month's salary to all employees in the defense and security fields. pension expenditures also increased that year, on top of previous large increases. 173 pension and social secu-
